WORLD CONQUEST THROUGH WORLD GOVERNMENT
Translated from the Russian of Sergyei A. Nilus by
VICTOR E. MARSDEN

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion has
become a best seller among political books
published this century. Having been translated into
every language since it was first brought to light in
1919 and having reached over a million sales in the
English edition alone, this remarkable set of
documents is in greater demand than ever today.
The years have shown that every great world event has followed the course laid down by the
secret authors of this book. Wars, slumps, revolutions, the rise in the cost of living and chronic
unrest are all foretold as leading to the ultimate goal of World Conquest through the "backdoor" means of first establishing World Government "by consent."
The thoughtful reader must reject the view, once held by some people that the Protocols
originated as an imaginative work of miraculous accuracy. The only rational view seems to be
that the Protocols must be taken on their face value as a detailed plan of action, aiming at
nothing other than the goal they themselves set forth. This goal is a World State which the
nations are being urged by their leaders to accept as "the only alternative to annihilation." This
is the choice which our politicians are offering us today.

INTRODUCTION
The Protocols of the Learned Elders of ZION may be
briefly described as a blueprint for the domination of the
world by a secret brotherhood. Whatever may be the truth
about their authorship and, as will be shown, this has been
the subject of bitter dispute there can be no doubt that the
world society to which they look forward is nothing more
or less that a world police state.
In Bolshevik Russia, the penalty for their mere possession
was death. It remains so to this day, both in the Soviet
Union and in the Satellite countries. Outside the Iron
Curtain, in South Africa possession of the Protocols was
also forbidden by law, although the penalty was less drastic.

Too Terribly Real For Fiction
"Whosoever was the mind that conceived them possessed a knowledge of
human nature, of history, and of statecraft which is dazzling in its brilliant
completeness, and terrible in the objects to which it turns its power. It is too
terribly real for fiction, too well sustained for speculation, to deep in its
knowledge of the secret springs of life for forgery." The Dearborn Independent, July
10th, 1920.

Confirmation From A Jew
"The United Nations is Zionism. It is the super government mentioned many
times in the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, promulgated between 1897
and 1905." Henry Klein, New York, Jewish Lawyer, in Zionism Rules the World, 1948.

They Fit It Now
"The only statement I care to make about the Protocols is that they fit in with
what is going on. They are sixteen years old and they have fitted the world
situation up to this time. They fit it now."
Henry Ford in the New York World,
February 17th, 1921
"In the desires of a terrible and formidable sect, you have only reached the first
stages of the plans it has formed for that general Revolution which is to
overthrow all thrones, all altars, annihilate all property, efface all law, and end by
dissolving all society." The Abbe Barruel (1797) writing on the Anti-Christian
Conspiracy.
"There is now definite evidence that Bolshevism is an international movement
controlled by Jews; communications are passing between the leaders in
America, France, Russia and England, with a view to concerted action."
Directorate of Intelligence, Home Office, Scotland Yard, London, in a Monthly Report to
Foreign Embassies, 16th July, 1919.
"This movement among the Jews is not new. From the days of Spartacus
Weishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun
(Hungary), Rosa Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States),
this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the
reconstitution [reconstruction] of society on the basis of arrested development,
of envious malevolence, and impossible equality, has been steadily growing."
Winston Churchill in Illustrated Sunday Herald, 8th February, 1920.

Walter Rathenau, the JEWISH BANKER behind the Kaiser, writing in the German WIENER
FREIE PRESSE, December 24, 1912, said:
"Three hundred men, each of who knows all the others, govern the fate of the
European continent, and they elect their successor from their entourage."

Confirmation of Rathenau's statement came twenty years later in 1931 when Jean Izoulet, a
prominent member of the JEWISH ALLIANCE ISRAELITE UNIVERSELLE, wrote in his
PARIS LA CAPITALAE DES RELIGIONS:
"The meaning of the history of the last century is that today 300 JEWISH
FINANCIER, all Masters of Lodges, rule the world."

The LONDON JEWISH CHRONICLE, on April 4th, 1919, declared:
"There is much in the fact of Bolshevism itself, in the fact that so many JEWS are
BOLSHEVISTS, in the fact that the ideals of Bolshevism at many points are
consonant with the finest ideals of Judaism."

And on March 15th, 1923, the JEWISH WORLD asserted:
"Fundamentally JUDAISM is ANTI-CHRISTIAN."

Those who, like Henry Ford, could see that "they fit it now" only sixteen years after Nilus's first
publication of the Protocols, naturally tended to concentrate their attention on the relatively
recent phenomenon of Bolshevism. Few of them the understood the equally dangerous, if more
insidious, danger of internationalism. Now, however, more than half a century after Nilus's
publication of the Protocols, the reality of that danger must be crystal clear to anybody who
views the world situation objectively.
The Protocols are full of references to a "SuperGovernment," PROTOCOL VI, for example,
states:
"In every possible way we must develop the significance of our SuperGovernment by representing it as the Protector and Benefactor of all those who
voluntarily submit to us."

That is exactly the way in which the United Nations special agencies UNESCO (U.N.
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization); ILO (International Labour Organization);
WHO (World Health Organization); FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization); Commission of
Human Rights; Genocide Convention, etc. are represented.
The nations of the West are being brought under international control at political, military and
economic levels. They are rapidly in process of becoming controlled also on the social level.
All alike are being told that their only hope lies in the surrender of national sovereignty.
National Parliaments must give way to such bodies as the Council of Europe or the Atlantic
Council. National Forces must be submerged in such bodies as the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), the Baghdad Pact or the South-East Treaty Organization (SEATO), so
that no nation has control over its own means of defense. National economies must be
submerged in such bodies as the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC),
the European Payments Union (EPU) or the World Bank, so that no nation may control its own
economic destiny.
The Earl of Gosford, Joint Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, said in the House of
Lords on 7th November, 1957:
"Her Majesty's Government are fully in agreement with World Government. We
agree that this must be the goal, and that every step that is humanly possible
must be taken to reach that goal."

All over the world "federation", "integration", "regionalization" and "inter-dependence" are the
order of the day. All this is foreshadowed in the Protocols, published more than half-a-century
ago by Sergyei Nilus, which, we are told are forgery. Can this be coincidence? Could any
forger be so prescient?

Or are the Protocols what Nilus and many others believed them to be the blueprint for a
conspiracy to destroy CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION and place the whole world under the
domination of a small, secret cabal?
ALL THE ABOVE QUOTATIONS WERE SAID BY INFULRNTIAL PEOPLE DECADES
AGO – AND TODAY, THE YEAR 2011 WHAT DO YOU SEE?

Look at this website in the light of the recent massacre in Oslo Norway:
http://deadlinelive.info/2011/07/24/predictive-programming-captain-americablockbuster-scripts-attack-on-norway-before-it-happens/
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